Chapter 1
Introduction

1.0 Scope of the Project
Today, in the world, reliability of Electrical Power systems is one of the important
aspects and numerous researches have been conducting towards this. As far as
reliability and stability are concerned, new emerging technology plays vital roles
towards achieving these targets.
Flexible AC transmission devices are used to control power flow in power systems.
But systems like Unified Power Flow Controllers (UPFC) are very new concepts of
flexible AC transmission. It can work in any compensation mode and is the most
advanced controller in FACTS devices. And also UPFCs have never been used in Sri
Lankan power system as this concept itself is a new system to the world. Study of
FACTS devices like UPFC is an objective of this project. And its performance under
transient conditions to improve the stability of a power system has been discussed in
this thesis. Stability analysis is done with respect to rotor angle stability criterion
under transient conditions. And then, Unified Power Flow Controller's capability of
standing as a power system stabilizer has been studied. That is, UPFC's capability
and how it could introduce dampness to a system is studied theoretically as well as
practically for stability enhancement.
A practical power system portion from the Sri Lankan power system is selected for
verification of the theoretical development. System selected to carry out the study is
Matugama, Kukule, and Horana Pseudo Island of the National Power System.
Configuration and the parameters of the Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) to be
implemented at Matugama, Kukule, and Horana Pseudo Island of the National Power
System are studied. Above systems are modelled in the MATLAB/SIMULINK
software environment to achieve these results.
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1.1 Introduction to stability

Power system stability is analysed when it is subjected to transient disturbance. When
subjected to a disturbance, power system parameters would vary depending upon the
type of disturbance, for example, Voltage, Frequency, Power flow, etc. This variation
could be oscillatory or non - oscillatory depending upon disturbance/ system
parameters. In practical power systems, it can be observed that there are mainly two
types of disturbances. Severe or large disturbances like Loss of major generating
plant, loss of main transmission line, 3 phase - ground fault in a transmission line or
faulted circuit breaker, loss of major load etc. Small disturbances are always there in a
power system such as small load changes, small load loss, fault through a high
impendence, small embedded generator tripping etc.
There are various definitions for stability given in various literatures. But all agree that
the stability is in general a state of [1] equilibrium between two opposing forces.
Electrical Power System's generation side has been made out mainly from
synchronous generators. Therefore, it is a very clear fact that they should remain in
synchronism in all of above disturbances. And also there is another instance where
instability can be observed without loss of synchronism. In this instant, the system is
unable to keep the voltage levels of their buses within acceptable levels but all
generators remain intact.
Primitive definition for Stability has been given in the literature [11] as follows:
•

If the oscillatory response of a power system during the transient period

following a disturbance is damped and the system settles in a finite time to a new
steady operating condition, we say the system is stable. If the system is not
stable, it is considered unstable.
Stability problem could be identified in two different ways, as describec
.A

Rotor Angle Stability
•

Voltage Stability

1.11 Rotor Angle Stability
If we consider a synchronous machine, and from basics of synchronous machines, it's
stator electrical quantities are synchronised with the rotor mechanical speed. And also,
the machine load is reflected by its rotor load angle (that is the position of the rotor
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relative to the rotating magnetic field of the synchronous generator). Therefore, when
power system oscillates as a result of a disturbance, the rotor also oscillates with its
stator electrical quantities. Therefore, through rotor angle stability analysis, we
analyse the behaviour of the rotor angle of the synchronous machines in a power
system.
Therefore, Rotor angle stability can be identified as [1] the ability of interconnected
synchronous machines of a power system to remain in synchronism. Torque balance
of the system is very important for them to remain in synchronism. For this to happen
it is necessary that the synchronous generators have to operate in a stable portion of
the Power delta curve within which 5 varies from 0 to id2 as illustrated in the figure
1.0 below.
Power (pu)

Figure 1.0: P o w e r - d e l t a curve for synchronous machine

Electrical torque variation after a perturbation can be resolved into two components as
per the [1],

•

Change in Electrical Torque = Synchronising Torque + Damping Torque
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In a synchronous machine, electrical torque component is created by interaction
between three windings, namely; Stator winding, Field winding and damping winding.
And from the above resolved two components, synchronising torque is the most
important one. This is the one which continues throughout from steady state to
transient condition. The second component is created when the machine is subjected
to a transient disturbance. And this damping torque can be resolved further into three
different components [11] namely; Positive sequence damping (this is proportional to
slip frequency and is beneficial to damp out oscillations), Negative sequence damping
(slip frequency in this case is 2-S, therefore, this is retarding the rotor), DC braking
(creates during faults, retard rotor movements).

Depending on the size of the disturbance, Rotor angle stability can be classified into
two categories as follows,
•

Small signal stability - When a system is subjected to small disturbances,
system's ability to remain in synchronism is analysed. When subjected to
small disturbances, following types of oscillations can be observed in a
practical power system[l], such as Local mode oscillations (Oscillation of one
single machine with respect to the rest of the system), Inter-area

mode

oscillations ( Oscillation of many machines in one part of the power system
with respect to other parts), Control mode oscillations (this is associated with
generator units and other controls), Torsional mode oscillations

( this is

associated with turbine shaft rotational components). Automatic Voltage
Regulators play a vital role when this type of disturbance occurs. There are
AVR based power system stabilizers which provide dampness to active power
variation through voltage control.
•

Transient Stability: When a system is subjected to a large disturbance and
system's ability to maintain its synchronism is analysed. This depends upon
the initial operating state, location and severity of the disturbance. Thus
transient stability of a system has to be defined with these conditions.

In this paper, a case study is carried out with the transient faults on transmission lines.
And rotor angle stability enhancement is analysed after adding UPFC to the system.
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There can be three possible cases when a system is subjected to a transient disturbance
and it is cleared after some time. Those are namely;
•

Rotor angle oscillates and stabilises after some time due to system dampness.
And this is a stable case.

•

Rotor angle increases until synchronism is lost and this is known as first swing
instability. This is mainly due to lack of synchronising torque of the system.

•

Rotor angle oscillates and grows until synchronism is lost. This is mainly due
to lack of damping torque of the system.

1.12 Voltage Stability
Power system might lose its stability without loss of synchronism. That is the case
where the voltage instable. This can be happen due to increase demand in inductive
loads (such as induction motors etc.) in a system. System falls into a situation where,
increase in reactive power reduces bus voltage. Therefore, system is instable. In
normal circumstances, when we increase the reactive power injection to a bus, the bus
voltage increases. This type of instability is out of the scope of my project. Therefore,
no detail discussion is carried out.
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1.2 Introduction to Flexible AC Transmission Systems

Proper utilization of existing AC transmission systems nowadays is very vital as the
power industry is becoming increasingly de-regularised. Transmission system's power
transfer capabilities have been restricted by network characteristics such as;
•

Stability limits

•

Thermal Limits

•

Voltage Limits

•

Loop Flows

Without adding new generators or transmission lines into the system, its capabilities
can be improved by inserting Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) devices
into the system. This is an emerging technology and proved to be very effective
systems as well. Role of FACTS devices is to enhance the controllability of AC power
transmission and as well as to improve the Power Transfer Capabilities.
FACTS devices use power electronic devices/semiconductors, such as Thyristers,
Gate Turn Offs (GTO), Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBTs). Since they use
these electronic components, they can be controlled very fast as well as with different
control algorithms adapted to various situations. There are many different kinds of
FACTS devices available, namely;
•

Shunt Compensators

•

Series Compensators - Series impedance, Phase angle Compensation type

•

Shunt - Series Compensators

•

1.2.1 Shunt Compensation
Shunt compensator is capable of injecting current into a system where it is connected.
It should be capable of injecting reactive power into the transmission system in order
to increase the transmittable power. Active power transfer capability of a shunt
compensator connected to the middle of a transmission line (impedance = X)
connected with two voltage sources with equal voltage magnitude (V) and 8 phase
2V2
§
difference can be proved to be equal to P = —— sin — value and reactive power
X
2
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as per the literature [12]. Therefore, it is clear that active power

transfer can be improved with an additional injection of reactive power to the system.
There are shunt-compensators available in the world such as:
•

TCR - Thyristor - Controlled Reactor

•

TSC - Thyristor - Switched Capacitors

•

SVC - Static Var Compensators

•

STATCOM

1.2.2 Series Compensation
Series compensators are mainly, variable capacitors connected in series with the
transmission line. Therefore, they have to be capable of handling the line current. By
changing the line impedance variably, power flow through a transmission line can be
varied. Detailed analysis can be found on the literature [12]. Active, reactive power
flowing through a series compensated transmission line can be proved to be as
follows:
Pp =

0 =

2V
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is called the degree of compensation.
=

X(\-r)

Following are the typical series compensators available,
•

TSSC - Thyrister Switched Series Capacitor

•

TCSC - Thyrister Controlled Series Capacitor

•

FCSC - Force Commutation Controlled Series Capacitor

•

SSTATCOM - Series Static Var Compensator
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1.2.3 Series compensation - Phase Angle Compensation

Phase angle compensation is a special case of series compensation where it is required
to engage a series voltage source connected in series with the line and with the
capability of handling active power as well as reactive power. This enables it to vary
its series injected voltage with any phase angle with respect to the line current so that
the active power flow can be controlled. All pervious compensation modes deal with
reactive power sources unlike this one. As this is required to handle active power it
has to be installed closer to a voltage source.

Transmittable active power can be controlled in the following manner,
V2
P = —sin(^-o-)
X

Where a is the phase angle of the injected series voltage.

Figure 1.1: Phase-angle compensation

By observing above equation and figure 1.1, we can see that, the power transfer curve
can be shifted parallel to the delta axis. Hence, although it doesn't increase the
maximum power transfer, maximum power can be obtained with lower delta value by
shifting the curve.
Practically, Phase shifter is used as phase angle compensator. It is a shunt connected
excitation transformer with secondary connected through thyristors with series
transformer. This is worked as a thyristor controlled tap changer which will control
the secondary injection voltage to line.
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1.2.4 Comparison of FACTS devices
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of FACTS devices

Above chart illustrates Active power variation with respect to delta angle for different
types of compensation provided by FACTS devices. Shunt controller injects voltage to
a point, and it is very effective in controlling bus voltage, therefore it can damp
reactive power oscillation (voltage oscillation). And it has increased the stability
margin largely, compared to other controllers.
Series controller directly injects line current in series, therefore, it affects power flow
directly. Therefore, it is the best option to control and increase power transfer
capability. Phase shifter would be connected in the instance where uncontrollable
phase differences exist.

1.2.5 Unified Power Flow Controller

Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) is the complete compensator with all of above
features. Therefore, it can be treated as complete compensator. Block diagram of the
UPFC is given in the Figure 1.3 below. It has two Voltage Source Converters
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connected to series as well as shunt transformers. These two converters are coupled
with a common DC link capacitor.
Series transformer
Vi<0,

P,Q

I

Vm

x

VjOj

Vi,

Bus i
Converter

Converter

Shunt
Transfo

Vn

Figure 1.3: UPFC block diagram

Principle of operation
Converter 2 performs the main function of the UPFC by injecting, via a series
transformer, an AC voltage with controllable magnitude and phase angle in series with
the transmission line. The basic function of converterl is to supply or absorb the real
power demanded by the converter 2 at the common DC link. It can also generate or
absorb

controllable

reactive

power

and provide

independent

shunt

reactive

compensation for the line. Converter 2 supplies or absorbs the required reactive power
locally and exchanges the active power as a result of the series injection of voltage.
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Voltage Source Converter

There are two voltage source converters available in the UPFC. Therefore, its
operation is discussed here briefly. Following diagram shows basic configuration of
Voltage Source Converter.

+VDc

-VDC
Figure 1.4: V S C simplified diagram

Voltage source converter is made out of 6nos of IGBTs with reverse diode connected
each. DC side of the converter is connected to a capacitor. Four quadrant operations
are possible for this kind of a converter [14].
Real power exchange between converter DC side and AC side can be performed by
controlling output voltage angle [13]. When AC output voltage of the converter leads
that of system voltage, then the real power flow from DC side to AC side will happen
and vice versa. To exchange reactive power from converter to system, converter
voltage magnitude has to be increased, and if the voltage magnitude is decreased with
respect to the system voltage then reactive power will be absorbed.
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